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Abstract. Relation extraction is a part of Information Extraction and
an established task in Natural Language Processing. This paper presents
an overview of the main directions of research and recent advances in the
field. It reviews various techniques used for relation extraction including
knowledge-based, supervised and self-supervised methods. We also mention applications of relation extraction and identify current trends in the
way the field is developing.
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Introduction

The modern world is rapidly developing and, in order to keep up-to-date, people
must process large volume of information every day. Not only is the amount of
this information is constantly increasing but the type of information is changing
all the time. As a consequence of the sheer volume and heterogeneous nature
of the information it is becoming impossible to analyse this data manually and
new techniques are being used to automate this process. The field of Natural
Language Processing (NLP) addresses this issue by analysing texts written in
natural language and trying to understand them and extract valuable information. The problem of obtaining structured information from the text is dealt by
Information Extraction (IE), a field of NLP. In this paper we mainly focus on
one stage of IE – Relation Extraction (RE).
This paper is organised in the following way: Section 2 describes in more
detail the field of Information Extraction and provides background on all its
stages, Section 3 introduces the task of Relation Extraction, Section 4 presents
knowledge-based methods, Section 5 describes supervised methods and Section
6 provides more details about the self-supervised approach. Section 7 introduces
relation extraction as a part of joint modelling of several stages of IE. The paper
finishes with Section 8 which summarises the material presented in the paper
and also highlights possible future development of the field.

2

Information extraction

Information extraction (IE) is a field of computational linguistics which plays
a crucial role in the efficient management of data. It is defined as “a process
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of getting structured data from unstructured information in the text” (Jurafsky
and Martin, 2009). Grishman (1997) describes this process as “the identification
of instances of a particular class of events or relationships in a natural language
text, and the extraction of the relevant arguments of the event or relationship”.
After the information is structured and added to a database it can be used
by a wide range of NLP applications, including information retrieval, question
answering and many others.
Information extraction challenge has a long history and goes back to the
late 1970s (Cowie and Lehnert, 1996); however the first commercial systems appeared only in the 1990s, e.g. JASPER (Andersen et al, 1992), specially built
for Reuters. Later research was greatly inspired by a series of Message Understanding Conferences (MUC)1 , which were initiated and financed by the Defense
Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA) to encourage the development
of new methods in information extraction. The importance of the MUCs was
not the conferences themselves, but the evaluations and evaluation competitions
they proposed (Grishman and Sundheim, 1996). The organisers of these conferences defined tasks for all the participants, prepared the data and developed the
evaluation framework for each task. Researchers had to address the task and find
the best solution; therefore it added competition element to the research. In addition to all the above-mentioned advantages, these events were an opportunity
to get comparable results and evaluate objectively the performance of different
systems. MUCs were followed by several ACE (Automatic Content Extraction)2
evaluations which also provided valuable feedback for researchers.
Usually IE, as many other NLP tasks, can be regarded as a pipeline process,
where some kind of information is extracted at each stage. Jurafsky and Martin
(2009) point out several different types of information that can be extracted:
–
–
–
–
–

named entities (NE);
temporal expressions;
numeric values;
relations between entities and expressions previously identified;
events/template filling.

Generally IE starts with the detection and classification of proper names
found in the text, which is usually referred to as Named Entity Recognition
(NER). Most commonly IE systems search for names of people, companies and
organisations, and geographical places. But the choice of the precise kind of NE
to be extracted depends greatly on the task and system in mind. Sometimes the
notion of Named Entities is extended to include items that are not really names
or entities, but bear important information for analysing the texts; therefore,
numeric values, such as measurements and prices, or temporal expressions can be
included in this category. Extraction of such kinds of data is extremely important
for correct analysis of texts and reasoning.
1
2

http://www.itl.nist.gov/iaui/894.02/related projects/muc/
http://www.itl.nist.gov/iad/894.01/tests/ace/
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Usually the next step in IE is coreference resolution, the identification of
identity relations between Named Entities (Jurafsky and Martin, 2009). At this
stage, mentions of the same Named Entity, which are expressed using different
linguistic realisations, are found. The process of coreference resolution is crucial
for getting more accurate results in IE and more details about this process are
provided in the next section.
Relation extraction is a step further in analysing information in the texts
and turning unstructured information into structured information. This stage
involves identifying the links between Named Entities and deciding which ones
are meaningful for the concrete application or problem.
The final stage of information extraction is template filling. Template filling
involves extracting appropriate material to fill in the slots in templates for some
stereotypical situations that recur quite often. For example, we can be interested
in extracting information about some terrorist attack and this event can be
treated as a template, which has predefined slots: place, date, number of people
injured/killed, organisation who took responsibility for the terrorist act, etc.

3

Relation extraction

As mentioned in Section 2, relation extraction (RE) is one of the steps of information extraction. It typically follows named entity recognition and coreference
resolution and aims to gather relations between NEs. Culotta et al (2006) define
relation extraction as:
“the task of discovering semantic connections between entities. In text,
this usually amounts to examining pairs of entities in a document and
determining (from local language cues) whether a relation exists between
them.”
Nowadays there are a lot of systems extracting relations from texts and there
are different methods for dealing with this problem. Etzioni et al (2008) classify
all the methods used for relation extraction into three classes:
– knowledge-based methods;
– supervised methods;
– self-supervised methods.
Each of these classes are explained in the remainder of this paper.

4

Knowledge-based methods

The first category of methods is used usually in domain-specific tasks, where
the texts are similar and a closed set of relations needs to be identified. Systems which use these methods rely on pattern-matching rules manually crafted
for each domain (Riloff and Jones, 1999; Pasca, 2004). However, not all the
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relations are domain-dependent and there are some domain-independent ones.
Hearst (1992) describes the usage of lexico-syntactic patterns for extraction of
hyponymy relations in an open domain. These patterns capture such hyponymy
relations as between “author” and “Shakespeare”, “wound” and “injury”, “England” and “European country”. However, the author notes that this method does
not work well for some other kinds of relations, for example, meronymy. This is
explained by the fact that patterns do not tend to uniquely identify the given
relation.
The systems which participated in MUC and deal with relation extraction
also rely on rich rules for identifying relations (Fukumoto et al, 1998; Garigliano
et al, 1998; Humphreys et al, 1998). Humphreys et al (1998) mention that they
tried to add only those rules which were (almost) certain never to generate
errors in analysis; therefore, they had adopted a low recall and high precision
approach. However, in this case, many relations may be missed due to the lack
of unambiguous rules to extract them.
To conclude, knowledge-based methods are not easily portable to other domains and involve too much manual labour. However, they can be used effectively
if the main aim is to get results quickly in well-defined domains and document
collections.

5

Supervised methods

Supervised methods rely on a training set where domain-specific examples have
been tagged. Such systems automatically learn extractors for relations by using
machine-learning techniques. The main problem of using these methods is that
the development of a suitably tagged corpus can take a lot of time and effort.
On the other hand, these systems can be easily adapted to a different domain
provided there is training data.
There are different ways that extractors can be learnt in order to solve the
problem of supervised relation extraction: kernel methods (Zhao and Grishman,
2005; Bunescu and Mooney, 2006), logistic regression (Kambhatla, 2004), augmented parsing (Miller et al, 2000), Conditional Random Fields (CRF) (Culotta
et al, 2006).
In RE in general and supervised RE in particular a lot of research was done for
IS-A relations and extraction of taxonomies. Several resources were built based
on collaboratively built Wikipedia (YAGO – (Suchanek et al, 2007); DBpedia –
(Auer et al, 2007); Freebase – (Bollacker et al, 2008); WikiNet – (Nastase et al,
2010)). In general, Wikipedia is becoming more and more popular as a source
for RE, e.g. (Ponzetto and Strube, 2007; Nguyen et al, 2007a,b,c). Query logs
are also considered a valuable source of information for RE and their analysis
is even argued to give better results than other suggested methods in the field
(Paşca, 2007, 2009).
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Weakly-supervised methods

Some supervised systems also use bootstrapping to make construction of the
training data easier. These methods are also sometimes referred to as “weaklysupervised information extraction”. Brin (1998) describes the DIPRE (Dual Iterative Pattern Relation Expansion) method used for identifying authors of the
books. It uses an initial small set of seeds or a set of hand-constructed extraction
patterns to begin the training process. After the occurrences of needed information are found, they are further used for recognition of new patterns. Regardless
of how promising bootstrapping can seem, error propagation becomes a serious
problem: mistakes in extraction at the initial stages generate more mistakes at
later stages and decrease the accuracy of the extraction process. For example, errors that expand to named entity recognition, e.g. extracting incomplete proper
names, result in choosing incorrect seeds for the next step of bootstrapping. Another problem that can occur is that of semantic drift. This happens when senses
of the words are not taken into account and therefore each iteration results in a
move from the original meaning. Some researchers (Kozareva and Hovy, 2010;
Hovy et al, 2009; Kozareva et al, 2008) have suggested ways to avoid this problem
and enhance the performance of this method by using doubly-anchored patterns
(which include both the class name and a class member) as well as graph structures. Such patterns have two anchor seed positions “{type} such as {seed} and
*” and also one open position for the terms to be learnt, for example, pattern
“Presidents such as Ford and {X}” can be used to learn names of the presidents.
Graphs are used for storing information about patterns, found words and links
to entities they helped to find. This data is further used for calculating popularity and productivity of the candidate words. This approach helps to enhance
the accuracy of bootstrapping and to find high-quality information using only
a few seeds. Kozareva (2012) employs a similar approach for the extraction of
cause-effect relations, where the pattern for bootstrapping has a form of “X and
Y verb Z”, for example, “* and virus cause *“. Human-based evaluation reports
89% accuracy on 1500 examples.

6

Self-supervised systems

Self-supervised systems go further in making the process of information extraction unsupervised. The KnowItAll Web IE system (Etzioni et al, 2005), an example of a self-supervised system, learns “to label its own training examples
using only a small set of domain-independent extraction patterns”. It uses a
set of generic patterns to automatically instantiate relation-specific extraction
rules and then learns domain-specific extraction rules and the whole process is
repeated iteratively.
The Intelligence in Wikipedia (IWP) project (Weld et al, 2008) is another
example of a self-supervised system. It bootstraps from the Wikipedia corpus,
exploiting the fact that each article corresponds to a primary object and that
many articles contain infoboxes (brief tabular information about the article).
This system is able to use Wikipedia infoboxes as a starting point for training
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the classifiers for the page type. IWP trains extractors for the various attributes
and they can later be used for extracting information from general Web pages.
The disadvantage of IWP is that the amount of relations described in Wikipedia
infoboxes is limited and so not all relations can be extracted using this method.
6.1

Open Information Extraction

Etzioni et al (2008) introduced the notion of Open Information Extraction, which
is opposed to Traditional Relation Extraction. Open information extraction is
“a novel extraction paradigm that tackles an unbounded number of relations”.
This method does not presuppose a predefined set of relations and is targeted
at all relations that can be extracted.
The Open Relation extraction approach is relatively a new one, so there
is only a small amount of projects using it. TextRunner (Banko and Etzioni,
2008; Banko et al, 2007) is an example of such a system. A set of relationindependent lexico-syntactic patterns is used to build a relation-independent
extraction model. It was found that 95% of all relations in English can be described by only 8 general patterns, e.g. “E1 Verb E2”. The input of such a system
is only a corpus and some relation-independent heuristics, relation names are not
known in advance. Conditional Random Fields (CRF) are used to identify spans
of tokens believed to indicate explicit mentions of relationships between entities
and the whole problem of relation extraction is treated as a problem of sequence
labelling. The set of linguistic features used in this system is similar to those used
by other state of-the-art relation extraction systems and includes e.g. part-ofspeech tags, regular expressions for detection of capitalization and punctuation,
context words. At this stage of development this system “is able to extract instances of the four most frequently observed relation types: Verb, Noun+Prep,
Verb+Prep and Infinitive”. It has a number of limitations, which are however
common to all RE systems: it extracts only explicitly expressed relations that
are primarily word-based; relations should occur between entity names within
the same sentence.
Banko and Etzioni (2008) report a precision of 88.3% and a recall of 45.2%.
Even though the system shows very good results the relations are not specified
and so there are difficulties in using them in some other systems. Output of the
system consists of tuples stating there is some relation between two entities, but
there is no generalization of these relations.
Wu and Weld (2010) combine the idea of Open Relation Extraction and the
use of Wikipedia infoboxes and produce systems called WOEparse and WOEpos .
WOEparse improves TextRunner dramatically but it is 30 times slower than
TextRunner. However, WOEpos does not have this disadvantage and still shows
an improved F-measure over TextRunner between 15% to 34% on three corpora.
Fader et al (2011) identify several flaws in previous works in Open Information Extraction: “the learned extractors ignore both “holistic” aspects of the
relation phrase (e.g., is it contiguous?) as well as lexical aspects (e.g., how many
instances of this relation are there?)”. They target these problems by introducing
syntactic constraints (e.g., they require the relation phrase to match the POS tag
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pattern) and lexical constraints. Their system ReVerb achieves an AUC which
is 30% better than WOE (Wu and Weld, 2010) and TextRunner (Banko and
Etzioni, 2008).
Nakashole et al (2012a) approach this problem from another angle. They try
to mine for patterns expressing various relations and organise then in hierarchies.
They explore binary relations between entities and employ frequent itemset mining (Agrawal et al, 1993; Srikant and Agrawal, 1996) to identify the most frequent
patterns. Their work results in a resource called PATTY which contains 350.569
pattern synsets and subsumption relations and achieves 84.7% accuracy. Unlike
ReVerb (Fader et al, 2011) which constrains patterns to verbs or verb phrases
that end with prepositions, PATTY can learn arbitrary patterns. The authors
employ so called syntactic-ontologic-lexical patterns (SOL patterns). These patterns constitute a sequence of words, POS-tags, wildcards, and ontological types.
For example, the pattern “persons [adj] voice * song” would match the strings
Amy Winehouses soft voice in Rehab and Elvis Presleys solid voice in his song
All shook up. Their approach is based on collecting dependency paths from the
sentences where two named entities are tagged (YAGO2 (Hoffart et al, 2011) is
used as a database of all NEs). Then the textual pattern is extracted by finding
the shortest paths connecting two entities. All of these patterns are transformed
into SOL (abstraction of a textual pattern). Frequent itemset technique is used
for this: all textual patterns are decomposed into n-grams (n consecutive words).
A SOL pattern contains only the n-grams that appear frequently in the corpus
and the remaining word sequences are replaced by wildcards. The support set of
the pattern is described as the set of pairs of entities that appear in the place of
the entity placeholders in all strings in the corpus that match the pattern. The
patterns are connected in one synset (so are considered synonymous) if their
supporting sets coincide. The overlap of the supporting sets is also employed to
identify subsumption relations between various synsets.
6.2

Distant learning

Mintz et al (2009) introduce a new term “distant supervision”. The authors use
a large semantic database Freebase containing 7,300 relations between 9 million
named entities. For each pair of entities that appears in Freebase relation, they
identify all sentences containing those entities in a large unlabeled corpus. At the
next step textual features to train a relation classifier are extracted. Even though
the 67,6% of precision achieved using this method has room for improvement, it
has inspired many researchers to further investigate in this direction.
Currently there are a number of papers trying to enhance “distant learning”
in several directions. Some researchers target the heuristics that are used to
map the relations in the databases to the texts, for example, (Takamatsu et al,
2012) argue that improving matching helps to make data less noisy and therefore
enhances the quality of relation extraction in general.
Yao et al (2010) propose using an undirected graphical model for relation
extraction which employs “distant learning” but enforces selectional preferences.
Riedel et al (2010) reports 31% error reduction compared to (Mintz et al, 2009).
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Another problem that has been addressed is language ambiguity (Yao et al,
2011, 2012). Most methods cluster shallow or syntactic patterns of relation mentions, but consider only one possible sense per pattern. However, this assumption
is often violated in reality. Yao et al (2011) uses generative probabilistic models,
where both entity type constraints within a relation and features on the dependency path between entity mentions are exploited. This research is similar to
DIRT (Lin and Pantel, 2001) which explores distributional similarity of dependency paths in order to discover different representations of the same semantic
relation. However, Yao et al (2011) employ another approach and apply LDA
(Blei et al, 2003) with a slight modification: observations are relation tuples and
not words. So as a result of this modification instead of representing semantically
related words, the topic latent variable represents a relation type. The authors
combine three models: Rel-LDA, Rel-LDA1 and Type-LDA. In the third model
the authors split the features of a tuple into relation level features and entity
level features. Relation level features include the dependency path, trigger, lexical and POS features; entity level features include the entity mention itself and
its named entity tag. These models output clustering of observed relation tuples and their associated textual expressions. The evaluation shows that the use
of these resulting clusters helps to improve distant learning and results in 12%
better performance.
Distant learning and other types of relation extraction are, as we have already
seen, based on several assumptions. Another assumption that is often used in
this field is that a pair of entities can have only one relation. However, if we
examine the following examples –“Steve Jobs founded Apple” and “Steve Jobs
is CEO of Apple” – we can see that this assumption is rather restrictive.
Hoffmann et al (2011) identified this problem with previous RE systems
and try to address this issue by employing Multi-Instance Multi-label (MIML)
approach. They employ distant learning with Multi-Instance learning with overlapping relations (where two same instances may be in two different relations).
The resulting system MultiR achieves competitive or higher precision over all
ranges of recall.
Surdeanu et al (2012) tackle the same problem. They identify two main
problems of distant learning: (1) some training examples obtained through this
heuristic are not valid (they report 31%), (2) the same pair of entities can have
several relations. Therefore they try to improve distant learning by taking into
account Multi-instance Multi-label settings and using Bayesian framework (they
call their system MIML-RE) which can capture dependencies between labels and
learn in the presence of incorrect and incomplete labels.
When using “distant supervision” in its original version we are limited by
the schema imposed by the database that is used for mapping. Yao et al (2013)
suggest several ways how it can be overcome. They suggest using raw texts in
addition to distant supervision, therefore relations in the text and pre-existing
structured databases can be employed together. Riedel et al (2013) address this
problem by using matrix factorisation and collaborative filtering. Previously,
matrix factorisation was employed by Nickel et al (2012) in order to predict
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new relations (triples) in terms of YAGO2. All relations between entities are
presented as a matrix where there is an indication whether there is a relation
or not. Riedel et al (2013) use three models: (1) latent feature model, which is
a generalised PCA (Collins et al, 2001); (2) neighbourhood model, neighbour
based approach (Koren, 2008); (3) entity model, which learns a latent entity
representation from data. The authors also present a combined model that incorporates all three models with various weights. In order to overcome the lack
of negative examples, they employ the technique of implicit feedback (Rendle
et al, 2009), where observed true facts are given higher scores than unobserved
(true or false) facts. The authors report competitive results of evaluation and
also mention computational efficiency of their methods which is an important
aspect for such systems. They also discuss the fact that this approach is not
merely a tool for information extraction and that the same technique can be
used for integrating databases with different schemata.

7

Joint Prediction

The joint modelling of several levels of Information extraction is also explored
by several research papers. In their position paper Mccallum and Jensen (2003)
propose to use “unified, relational, undirected graphical models for information
extraction and data mining”. This common inference procedure can help to improve all the stages, so that each component is able to make up for the weaknesses
of the other and therefore improve the performance of both.
Finkel et al (2006) explore the idea of joint modeling as well. They present
a novel architecture, which models pipelines as Bayesian networks. Each low
level task corresponds to a variable in the network, and then an approximate
inference is performed to find the best labelling. This approach is tested on two
tasks: semantic role labelling and recognizing textual entailment.
Roth and Yih (2007) employ the same idea when they combine two stages on
Information Extraction: named entity recognition and relation extraction. However, Singh et al (2013) go even further and include coreference resolution as
well. So they propose a single, joint graphical model that represents the various
dependencies between the tasks (entity tagging, relation extraction, and coreference). Their joint modelling approach helps to avoid cascading errors. The joint
model obtains 12% error reduction on tagging over the isolated models.

8

Conclusions

This paper introduced a field of Information Extraction and provided more details about recent developments in its subfield, Relation Extraction. We have
presented the main approaches to this task and also outlined some challenges.
All the methods described above have advantages and disadvantages and the
choice depends greatly on the task in mind and the accuracy needed. Relation
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extraction has a lot of uses in NLP and can be beneficial for: semantic search, machine reading, question answering, knowledge harvesting, paraphrasing, building
thesauri etc. (Nakashole et al, 2012b, 2013).
The field appears to be becoming more and more interdisciplinary and methods from data mining and recommendation systems are currently used to assist
in the task of relation extraction (Cergani and Miettinen, 2013; Riedel et al,
2013; Nakashole et al, 2012a). Also modeling all stages of Information Extraction as a single task is another recent trend in the field (Mccallum and Jensen,
2003; Finkel et al, 2006; Roth and Yih, 2007; Singh et al, 2013). The research
in this area reports significant improvement in all tasks when they are modeled
jointly, it also helps to avoid error propagation which is a frequent problem in
the pipeline approach.
Research in terms of relation extraction has still room for improvement, however, it targets a very difficult problem where language ambiguity is a significant
obstacle. The majority of research in the field is done for English language,
therefore targeting other languages and exploring further multilingual information extraction and possibility of aligning resources in various languages can be
the future direction of Relation Extraction.
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